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Abstract. This paper introduces the alternating simple multihead finite automaton (ASPMHFA), 
which can be considered as an alternating version of a simple multihead finite automaton 
(SPMHFA). We first show that ASPMHFA's are equivalent to ordinary alternating multihead 
finite automata. We investigate a relationship among the accepting powers of SPMHFA's, 
ASPMHFA's, and ASPMHFA's with only universal states. We next introduce a simple, natural 
complexity measure for ASPMHFA's, called 'leaf-size', and provide a spectrum of complexity 
classes of ASPMHFA's, based on simultaneously leaf-size, the number of heads, and the move 
directions of heads. We finally investigate closure properties (under Boolean operations) of 
ASPMHFA's. 
I. Introduction 
During the past ten years, many investigations about multihead finite automata 
have been made [2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 18, 19, 21 ]. Recently, (one-dimensional) lternating 
Turing machines were introduced in [1] as a generalization of nondeterministic 
Turing machines and as a mechanism to model parallel computation. In the related 
papers [3, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 20], several investigations of alternating machines 
have been continued. It seems to us, however, that there are many problems about 
alternating machines to be solved in the future. 
This paper investigates several properties of an alternating simple multihead finite 
automaton (ASPMHFA), which can be considered as an alternating version of a 
simple multihead finite automaton (SPMHFA) [2, 7, 8, 9, 11, 21]. Section 2 gives 
terminology and notation ecessary for this paper. Section 3 shows that ASPMHFA's 
are equivalent o ordinary alternating multihead finite automata [13]. Section 4 
investigates a relationship among the accepting powers of SPMHFA's, ASPMHFA's, 
and ASPMHFA's with only universal states. In Section 5 we introduce a simple, 
natural complexity measure for ASPMHFA's, called 'leaf-size'. The 'leaf-size" used 
by an ASPMHFA on a given input is the number of leaves of an accepting 
computation tree with the fewest leaves. 
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Leaf-size is a useful abstraction which provides a spectrum of complexity classes 
intermediate between nondeterminism and full alternation. The same section pro- 
vides a spectrum of complexity classes of ASPMHFA's based on simultaneously 
leaf-size, the number of heads, and the move directions of heads. 
Section 6 investigates closure properties of ASPMHFA's under each of the Boolean 
operations. 
2. Preliminaries 
The reader is referred to [6, 18, 19] for formal definitions of multihead finite 
automaton (MHFA). A simple multihead finite automaton (SPMHFA) is an MHFA 
with the restriction that one head (called the 'reading head') can sense input symbols 
while the others (called the 'counting heads') can only detect the left endmarker 
"'¢" and the right endmarker "$". When the heads of MHFA (SPMHFA) are allowed 
to sense the presence of other heads on the same input position, we call such MHFA 
(SPMHFA) a 'sensing' MHFA (SPMHFA). 
A two-way MHFA and a one-way MHFA are defined as usual. A "two-way" 
SPMHFA is an SPMHFA whose reading and counting heads can move in two 
directions. A 'semi-one-way' SPMHFA is an SPMHFA whose reading head can 
move only in one direction, but whose counting heads can move in two directions. 
A 'one-way' SPMHFA [7, 8, 9] is an SPMHFA whose reading and counting heads 
can move in one direction. 
When an input string x is presented to an MHFA (SPMHFA) M, M starts in its 
initial state with each head on the left endmarker "¢". M accepts x if and only if 
it enters an accepting state during the course of computation. 
Alternating MHFA (AMHFA) [13] and alternating SPMHFA (ASPMHFA) are 
alternating versions of MHFA and SPMHFA, respectively. That is, an AMHFA 
(ASPMHFA) is the same as an MHFA (SPMHFA) except that the state set is 
divided into two disjoint sets, the set of universal states and the set of existential 
states. Of course, each alternating automaton has a specified set of accepting states, 
which is a subset of the state set. 
A step of an AMHFA (ASPMHFA) M consists of reading a symbol from the 
input string by each head, moving the heads in specified directions (note that any 
of the heads can remain stationary during a move), and entering a new state, in 
accordance with the transition function. If one of the heads of M falls off the input 
string, then M can make no further move. 
2.1. Definition. A configuration of a (sensing) alternating simple k-head finite 
automaton M is an element of 
2"  x (N  u {0}) x CM, 
where ~(¢, $ ~ ~)  is the input alphabet of M, N denotes the set of all positive 
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integers, and CM = Q x (Nw {0}) k-I (where Q is the set of states of the finite control 
of M). The first and second components, x and iR, of a configuration ~ c = (x, i,, 
(q, i~, i2, . . . ,  ik-~)) represent the input string and the reading head position, respec- 
tively. The third component (q, i~, i2, . . . ,  ik-~) (~ C~) of c represents the state of 
the finite control and positions of the k -1  counting heads. An element of C~ is 
called a 'semi-configuration f M'.  If  q is the state associated with configuration c,
then c is said to be a universal (existential, accepting) configuration if q is a universal 
(existential, accepting) state. The initial configuration of M on input x is 
IM(x) = (x, O, (qo, O, 0 , . . . ,  0)), 
k- I  
where qo is the initial state of the finite control of M. 
2.2. Definition. Given a (sensing) alternating simple multihead finite automaton M, 
we write c ~-c' and say that c' is a successor of c if configuration c' follows from 
configuration c in one step, according to the transition function of M. A computation 
path of M on input x is a sequence Co~- cl ~-" • • ~- c, (n >I 0), where Co = IM(x). A 
computation tree of M is a finite, nonempty labeled tree with the following properties: 
(1) each node ~- of the tree is labeled with a configuration, l(~r), 
(2) if 7r is an internal node (a non-leaf) of the tree, l(~r) is universal and 
{c I l(Tr)~-c} = {c~, c2, . . . ,  Ck}, then ¢r has exactly k children pl, P2, " " " ,  Pk such that 
l (p,) = c,, 
(3) i f  ~r is an internal node of  the tree and l(Tr) is existential, then 7r has exactly 
one child p such that l(¢r)~- l(p). 
A computation tree of M on x is a computation tree of M whose root is labeled 
with IM(x). An accepting computation tree of M on x is a computation tree of M 
on x whose leaves are all labeled with accepting configurations. We say that M 
accepts x if there is an accepting computation tree of M on x. 
For any MHFA (SPMHFA) M, let T(M)  be the set of strings accepted by M. 
Deterministic and nondeterministic MHFA's (SPMHFA's) are special cases of 
alternating versions. That is, a nondeterministic MHFA (SPMHFA) is an AMHFA 
(ASPMHFA) which has no universal states, and a deterministic MHFA (SPMHFA) 
is an AMHFA (ASPMHFA) whose configurations have at most one successor. 
In this paper, to represent the different kinds of SPMHFA's (respectively MHFA's, 
sensing MHFA's)  systematically, we use the notation XYk-HZ (respectively Xk-HZ, 
XSNk-HZ) ,  k ~> 1, where 
(1) X ~ {D, N, A, U}, D: deterministic, N: nondeterministic, A: alternating, 
U: alternating automaton with only universal states; 
(2) Y~ {SP, SNSP}, SP: simple, SNSP: sensing simple; 
(3) k-H: k-head (the number of heads is k); 
We note that O~ < JR, i~ ~< Ix[+1 (1 <~j~< k - I ) ,  where for any string w, [w I denotes the length of w. 
"0" and "Ix I + 1" represent the positions of the left endmarker "¢", and right endmarker "$", respectively. 
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(4) Z ~ {FA, SFA, TWFA}, FA: one-way, SFA: semi-one-way, TWFA: two-way. 
(Of course, 'SFA' is used only for SPMHFA.) 
For example, 
- DSPk-HFA: deterministic simple k-head one-way finite automaton, 
- USNk-HTWFA: alternating sensing k-head two-way finite automaton with only 
universal states. 
Furthermore, for each X~{D,  N, A, U}, .Y~{SP, SNSP}, k~ > 1, Ze{TWFA, 
SFA, FA}, and Z '~ {TWFA, FA}, 
Ze[XYk-HZ] = {T I T= T(M) for some XYk-HZM},  
.~XSNk-HZ']={T[  T= T(M) for some XSNk-HZ'  M}, 
~[Xk-HZ']= { T I T= T(M) for some Xk-HZ' M}. 
3. S imple  versus non-s imple alternating mult ihead automata  
The main purpose of this section is to show that alternating simple multihead 
finite automata re equivalent to non-simple alternating multihead finite automata 
[13]. 
It is shown [9] that there is a set in A°[DSNSP2-HFA], but not in 
U l~<k<oo A°[NSPk-HFA] • By using the same technique as in the proof of [ 13, Lemma 
2.1], 2 on the other hand, we can show that a different situation occurs for alternating 
versions. 
3.1. Lemma. For each k >~ 1, and each Z ~ {FA, SFA, TWFA}, 
~?[ASPk-HZ] = &°[ASNSPk-HZ]. 
It is well known [9] that nondeterministic (deterministic) simple one-way multi- 
head finite automata re less powerful than nondeterministic (deterministic) non- 
simple one-way multihead finite automata. 
To our surprise, we can show using Lemma 3.1 that, for each k I> 1, A°[ASPk-HFA] 
(respectively .Y[ASPk-HTWFA]) is equal to -S~[Ak-HFA] (respectively &"[Ak- 
HTWFA]). 
3.2. Theorem. For each k >t 1, 
(1) -S'~[ASPk-HTWFA] = .~[Ak-HTWFA], and 
(2) A~[ASPk-HFA] = &'~[Ak-HFA]. 
2 Lemma 2.1 in [ 13] says that, for each k ~> 1, .S'~Ak-HTWFA] = A°[ASNk -HTWFA] and A°[Ak - HFA] = 
.~ASNk-HFA] .  
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Proof. (1): To prove this, by Lemma 3.1 above, it is sufficient o show that A~Ak- 
HTWFA]c_&~ASNSPk-HTWFA]. Let MI be an Ak-HTWFA, and let 
HI, H2 , . . . ,  Hk be the input heads of M~. We construct an ASNSPk-HTWFA M2 
which accepts T(Mt). Let R be the reading head of ME, and (72, C3, . . . ,  Ck be the 
counting heads of M2. 
Suppose that an input word x is presented to M E. By letting R simulate the action 
of H~ and by letting C~ (2 ~< i ~< k) simulate the action of Hi, M2 simulates one step 
of MI on x as follows: 
(i) M2 existentially guesses the symbol read by each C~ (2 <~ i ~< k). (Of course, 
the symbol read by R does not have to be guessed.) 
(ii) M2 then enters a universal state to choose one of the following actions. 
(a) Directly simulate one step of M~ on x by using the symbol guessed above 
and the symbol read by R, and then continue to simulate the next step of M~ on x. 
(b) Check whether the guess in (i) was correct by moving R to the position of 
Ci (2 ~< i~ < k) and by reading the symbol under Ci. (This action is possible because 
of the sensing function of M2.) Enter an accepting state if and only if the guess was 
correct. 
It will be obvious that M2 exactly accepts the set T(M~). 
(2): We prove part (2) for the case k = 2. (A similar idea is applicable for Other 
cases.) To prove ~[A2-HFA] = &°[ASP2-HFA], by Lemma 3.1, it is sufficient o 
show that &°[A2-HFA] _~ &a[ASNSP2-HFA]. A simulation technique similar to that 
in the proof of (1) is applicable, but one must note that the automata under 
consideration here can move their heads only to the right. 
Let M~ be an A2-HFA, and let H~, /-/2 be the input heads of M~. We construct 
an ASNSP2-HFA ME which accepts the set T(M~). Let R and C be the reading 
and counting heads of M2, respectively. M2 simulates one step of M~ on x by letting 
R simulate the action of a head of M~ which is nearer to the left endmarker "¢" 
and by letting C stimulate the action of another head of M~. The details are left as 
an exercise for the reader. [] 
By using Theorem 3.2 above, the results for AMHFA's in [13] are applicable to 
the case of ASPMHFA's. For example, it is shown in [13] that, for each k~ > 1, 
A°[Ak- HTWFA] ~ .Z[A(k + 1 )- HTWFA]. 
By using Theorem 3.2 we can directly get the following corollary. 
3.3. Corollary. For each k >! 1, 
A°[ASPk -HTWFA] ~ ~[ASP(k + 1 )-HTWFA]. 
4. A relationship between alternating and non-alternating automata 
It is well known [1, 14] that single-head alternating finite automata are equivalent 
to ordinary finite automata. This section investigates a relationship between the 
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accepting powers of alternating simple multihead one-way (or semi-one-way) finite 
automata nd non-alternating versions. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 below are the main 
results of this section. 
4.1. Theorem. There exists a set in 5E[USP2-HFA], which set is not in 
(_J,< k<oo 3?[NSNSPk- HSFA]. 
Proofl Let T l={w2wlws{O,  1}+}. The set Tj is accepted by the USP2-HFAM 
which acts as follows: Let R be the reading head of M, and H be the counting 
head of M. First, M moves only R one cell to the right. If R reads "0" or "1", M 
enters a universal state to choose one of two further actions: 
(1) One action is to pick up the symbol being read by R, to store it in the finite 
control, and to move H, for every one right move of R, two cells to the right. When 
H reaches "'$", M compares the stored symbol with the symbol being read by R, 
and if both symbols are identical, M enters an accepting state. 
(~) The other action is to move only R one cell to the right, and to enter a universal 
state to choose action (i) or action (~) if R reads "0" or "1". When R reads the 
symbol "2", M thereafter continues to move H two cells to the right for every one 
right move of R. If both R and H reach "$" at the same time, M enters an accepting 
state. 
It will be obvious that T(M)  = Ti. Thus T~ ~ &~[USP2-HFA]. On the other hand, 
it is shown in the proof of [21, Lemma 2] that T! ~U~k<oo &°[NSNSPk-HSFA] •
This completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
4.2. Theorem. There exists a set in ~[NSP2-HFA], which 
I J l~k<~ &P[USNSPk-HSFA]. 
set is not in 
Proof. Let T2={w2w' lw,  w's{O, 1} + & w#w'} .  It is easy to show that T2e 
.~[NSP2-HFA]. (The proof is left to the reader.) 
Below, we show that T2 is not in U~k<oo *~°[USNSPk-HSFA] • Suppose that there 
is a USNSPk-HSFA M, k>- - 1, accepting T2. For each n I> 1, let 
V(n) ={w2wlwe{O, 1} + & Iwl= n}. 
For each x = w2w in V(n), let S(x) and C(x)  be sets of semi-configurations of M 
defined as follows: 
S(x)  ={(q, il, i2 , . . . ,  ik_~)[there xists a computation path of M on x, 
IM(x) ~* (x, n+l ,  (q, i~, i~ , . . . ,  i~,_~)) ~- (x, n+2, (q, il, i2 , . . . ,  
ik-~)) (that is, (x, n+2,  (q, i~, i2 , . . . ,  ik-l)) is a configuration of M 
just after the point where the reading head left the symbol "2" 
of x)}, 
C(x)={cr~S(x)lwhen, starting with the configuration (x, n+2,  o-), M 
proceeds to read the latter half w$ of ¢x$, there exists a sequence 
of steps of M in which M never enters an accepting state}. 
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(Note that, for each x in V(n), C(x) is not empty, since x is not in T2, and so is 
not accepted by M.) Then the following proposition must hold. 
4.3. Proposition. For any two different words x, y in V(n), C(x)c~ C(y)=0, where 
0 denotes the empty set. 
[For otherwise, suppose that x = w2w, y = w'2w', w ~ w', C (x )n  C(y)= 0, and 
o '~C(x)nC(y) .  Let z=w2w'.  Since er iC(x) ,  there is a computation path 
IM(z) ~-* (z, n + 2, tr). When, starting with the configuration (z, n + 2, o-), M proceeds 
to read the latter half w'$ of ¢z$, there exists a sequence of steps of M in which 
M never enters an accepting state, since o- ~ C(y). This means that z is not accepted 
by M. This contradicts the fact that z is in T2 = T(M).] 
Clearly, 3 I V(n) l  = 2", and p(n) <~ s(2n + 3) k-l, where p(n) denotes the number of 
possible semi-configurations of M just after the point where the reading head left 
the symbol "2" of words in V(n), and s denotes the number of states of the finite 
control of M. 
For large n there must be two different words x, y in V(n) such that C(x) n C(y) # 
0. This contradicts Proposition 4.3. Thus, T2~Ul_<k<oo ~[USNSPk-HSFA]. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
As a corollary to Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we can get the following. 
4.4. Corollary. For each k >>- 2, each Y ~ {SP, SNSP}, and each Z ~ {FA, SFA}, 
(1) ~5~D Yk- HZ]  ~ ~2~[N Yk- HZ] ~ &?[A Yk- HZ], 
(2) U,~,.<oo -S~[D Yr-HZ] ~ U,~,.<~, ~[N Yr-HZ] ~ U,~,.<oo ~[A Yr-HZ], 
(3) A°[DYk-HZ]~ -~f[UYk-HZ]~ .Le[AYk-HZ], 
(4) U~<~,.<,~ *La[ D Yr-HZ]~UI<_,<oo .~[UYr-HZ]~U~<_r<oo .Le[AYr-HZ], 
(5) *L~N Yk-HZ] is incomparable with &~[U Yk-HZ], and 
(6) U~,<oo .Z~[ N Yr-HZ] is incomparable with Ut~,<oo ~Lg[ U Yr-HZ]. 
It is interesting to compare the following corollary with Theorem 3.2(2). 
4.5. Corollary. For each k >I 2, 
(1) .Y[USPk-HFA]~.Y[Uk-HFA], and 
(2) LC[USNSPk-HFA]~ &P[USNk-HFA]. 
Proof. Let T2 be the set described in the proof of Theorem 4.2. As shown in 
the proof of Theorem 4.2, we have T2~U~k<o~&'~[USNSPk-HSFA]. Thus, 
T2~U~,k<ooSe[USNSPk-HFA]. On the other hand, it is easily seen that T2~ 
&'9[U2-HFA] (in fact, T2e .T[D2-HFA]). From these facts, it follows that the claim 
of the corollary holds. [] 
3 For any set S, ]$1 denotes the number of elements of $. 
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5. Leaf-size bounded alternation 
In this section we shall present asimple, natural complexity measure for alternating 
simple multihead finite automata (ASPM HFA's), called "leaf-size' [ I 0]. (In [ 12], the 
term 'branching' is adopted instead of the term 'leaf-size'.) Basically, the 'leaf-size' 
used by an ASPMHFA on a given input is the number of leaves of an accepting 
computation tree with the fewest leaves. Leaf-size, in a sense, reflects the minimal 
number of processors which run in parallel in accepting a given input. One motivation 
for introducing leaf-size bounded computations i to provide a restriction of an 
ASPMHFA which is intermediate in power between nondeterministic and (full) 
alternating computations. A model of intermediate power can prove very useful in 
classifying problems and in sharpening our intuition about he relationships between 
various complexity classes. 
5.1. Definition. Let L: N -> R be a function, where R denotes the set of all nonnega- 
tive real numbers. For each tree t, let LEAF(t) denote the leaf-size of t (i.e., the 
number of leaves of t). We say that an XYk-HZ (X ~ {A, U}, Y ~ {SP, SNSP}, k >I 1, 
Z~ {TWFA, SFA, FA})M is L(n) leaf-size bounded if, for each n and for each 
input x of length n, if x is accepted by M, then there is an accepting computation 
tree t of M on x such that LEAF(t)<~ [L(n)]. 4 
For each X~{A,  U}, Ys{SP, SNSP}, k~ > 1, and Z~ {TWFA, SFA, FA}, we let 
XYk-HZ(L(n) )  denote an L(n) leaf-size bounded XYk-HZ. Define 
~2~[ XYk-HZ(  L(n) )] = { T[ T= T( M) for some XYk-HZ(  L(n ) ) M}. 
By definition, it is obvious that &°[AYk-HZ(1)]=&'~[NYk-HZ] and ~[UYk-  
HZ(1)] -- &°[D Yk-HZ] for each Y ~ {SP, SNSP}, k/> 1, and Z a {TWFA, SFA, FA}. 
5. I. Hierarchies based on leaf-sizes 
We first provide a dense spectrum of complexity classes of alternating simple 
(sensing simple) multihead semi-one-way finite automata, based on computations 
with non-constant leaf-sizes. 
We need a few definitions. 
5.2. Definition. Let L: N--> R be a function such that L(n) <<- n (n >1 1). The function 
L is DSPk-HSFA-countable (k >13) if there is a DSPk-HSFA M which, when given 
any input string ¢x$ with ]¢x$] = n + 2 (n ~> 1), halts after placing one of its counting 
heads on the [L(n)]th cell (of ¢x$) from the left endmarker "'¢", while leaving the 
reading head on "¢". 
4 It] means the smallest integer greater than or equal to r. 
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5.3. Definition. For each string x= ala2..,  a, of length n (n~ > 1) and for each 
1 <~ i~j<~ n, we let x(i , j )  = aiai+~ ...  aj. 
5.4. Theorem. Let L~ : N--> R and L2: N-~ R be any functions uch that 
(i) L 2 is DSPk-HSFA-countable (k >>- 3), 
(ii) L2(n)<~½n (n>~ 1), 
(iii) limn_.~[Ll(n) log n/L2(n)]=O, and 
(iv) Ll(n)<~LE(n)(n>~l). 
Then, for each X ~ {A, U}, Y~ {SP, SNSP}, and each r >1 k, 
(1) &°[XYr- HSFA(L~ (n))] ~ ~[XYr-  HSFA(L2(n))], and 
(2) [._J~<,<~ A°[XYr-HSFA(L~(n))]~[_J~,<~ ~[XYr-HSFA(LE(n))]. 
Proof. Let T[L2] be the following set depending on the function L 2 in the theorem: 
T[Za] = {w2w'l(w, w' ~{0, 1} +) & 3n, n'~> 1 [Iwl = n & Iw'l= n '&  
(n, n'>~ fLdn+n'+ 1)]) & 
w(1, [L2(n+n'+l)])=w'(1,  FL2(n+n'+l)])]}. 
(Note that, from condition (ii) in the theorem, this set is nonempty.) 
To prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that T[L2] is in ~[USPk- 
HSFA(L2(n))] (k~>3), but not in I,_~l~,< ~ .2~[ASNSPr-HSFA(LI(n))]. 
The set T[L2] is accepted by a USPk-HSFA(L2(n))M which acts as follows. 
Suppose that an input ¢x$ with Ix] = m 1> 1 is presented to M. Let R be the reading 
head of M, and C~, Cz , . . . ,  Ck-i be the counting heads of M. While leaving R on 
the left endmarker "¢", M first places one of the counting heads, say C~, on the 
[L2(m)]th cell from the left endmarker "¢". (This action is possible because of 
condition (i) in the theorem.) After that, M moves C2 to the left endmarker "¢", 
and then acts according to the following algorithms. 
(i) Move C~ one cell to the left, and move both R and (?2 one cell to the right. 
(~) If C~ reads the left endmarker "¢", then do action (a) below. Otherwise, 
universally choose one of actions (a) and (b) below. 
(a) Pick up the symbol currently scanned by R, and store it in the finite control. 
If the stored symbol is "2", go to (~). Otherwise, without moving C2, move only R 
to the right until R meets the symbol "2" for the first time. After meeting the symbol 
"2"', move R one cell to the right for every one left move of C2, until (?2 meets the 
left endmarker "¢". When C2 meets "¢", then M compares the symbol stored in 
the finite control with the symbol currently scanned by R. M enters an accepting 
state if and only if both symbols are identical and x contains only one "2". 
(b) Go to (!). 
(~) Halts without entering an accepting state. 
It will be obvious that M accepts the set T[L2]. 
We next show that T[Lz] is not in I,_Jl~<,<~ . ASNSPr-HSFA(L~(n))]. Suppose 
that there is an ASNSPr-HSFA(L I (n) )M (r>~ 1) accepting T[L2]. Let s be the 
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number of states of the finite control. For each accepting computation tree t of M, 
let SC(t) be a 'multiset' of semi-configurations of M defined as follows: 
SC(t) = {(q, i,, i2, . . . ,  ik_~)lc=(x, im (q, i l , /2 , . . - ,  /k--I)) is a node label of 
t, and c is a configuration of M just after the point where the 
reading head left the symbol "2"}, 
where x is the input associated with t. For each input x with Ixl= n (n~ > 1), let 
ACT(x) be the set of all accepting computation trees of M on x whose leaf-sizes 
are at most ILl(n)].  For each n (n~ > 1), let 
V(n)={w2w[we{0,  1} +& Iw[: n & w([Lz(2n+ 1)]+ 1, n)e{0}*}, 
and, for each x in V(n), let C(x)={SC(t)] t eACT(x)}. (Clearly, each word in 
V(n) is in T[L2] and so it is accepted by M.) Then the following proposition must 
hold. 
5.5. Proposition. For any two different words x, y in V(n), 
C(x) n C(y) = O. 
[For otherwise, suppose that x = w2w, y = w'2w', where w # w', and C(x )n  
C(y) ~ O. Then there exist accepting computation trees t and t' in ACT(x) and 
ACT(y), respectively, such that SC(t) = SC(t'). We consider the word z = w2w'. It 
is easily seen that one can construct, from the trees t and t', an accepting computation 
tree of M on z whose leaf-size is at most FL~(2n + 1)]. Thus, it follows that z is in 
T(M). This contradicts the fact that z is not in T[L2].] 
Let p (n) be the number of possible semi-configurations of M just after the reading 
head left the symbol "2" of words in V(n). Then, 
p(n) <~ s(2n + 3) ~-I. 
Since, for each x in V(n) and for each t in ACT(x), LEAF(t) is at most [L~ (2 n + 1 ) ], 
it follows that for each x in V(n) and for each t in ACT(x), 
tSC(t)] <~ [Ll(En + 1)]. 
Therefore, letting S(n) = {SC(t) [ t e ACT(x) for some x in V(n)}, it follows that for 
some constants c and c', 
I S (n ) l  ~ < cp(n)FL,(2-+,)I< c,n(r-,)rz,(2,+m. 
As is easily seen, IV(n)] = 2 [L2(2"+1)1. From condition (iii) in the theorem, we have 
[S(n)l<iV(n)l for large n. Therefore, it follows that for large n there must be 
different words x, y in V(n) such that C(x) ra C(y) # O. This contradicts Proposition 
5.5, and thus it follows that T[L2]¢ U~r<oo 5~ASNSPr-HSFA(L~(n))]. This com- 
pletes the proof of the theorem. [] 
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5.6. Remark. By using a minor modification of the proof of Theorem 5.4, we can 
show that condition (ii) in Theorem 5.4 can be replaced with the following condition 
(ii)': 
(ii)' for some constant c> O, [L2(n)] ~ cn (n >! 1). 
It is obvious that the function L(n) = n (n >1 1) is DSP3-HSFA-countable. From 
this observation and from Remark 5.6 we can easily see that the following corollary 
holds. 
5.7. Corollary. Let L: N-> R be any function such that 
(i) lim,,_,~ [L(n) log n/n] = 0, and 
(ii) L(n) <~ n (n >t 1). 
Then, for each Xe{A,  U}, Y~ {SP, SNSP}, and k~>3, 
(1) ~Lg[XYk-HSFA(L(n))]~ &°[XYk-HSFA(n)], and 
(2) I,_J~<~r<~ o ~.£~[XYr-HSFA(L(n))]~[._J~<_,<o o L~[XYr-HSFA(n)]. 
5.8. Remark. Let T~ = {w2w I w ~ {0, 1}+}. It is shown in the proof of Theorem 4.1 
that TI is accepted by a USP2-HFA(Iw[+ 1). By using the same idea as in the proof 
of Theorem 5.4 we can show that T~ is not in [.-)l<~,<~ £F[ASNSPr-HSFA(L(n))] 
for any function L such that lim,_,oo [L(n) log n/n] = 0. Therefore, Corollary 5.7 can 
be strengthened as follows. 
Let L: N--> R be any function such that 
(i) lim,_,oo[L(n) log n/n]=O, and 
(ii) 
Then 
(1) 
(2) 
L(n)<~n(n>~l). 
for each X ~ {A, U}, Y ~ {SP, SNSP}, k I> 2, and Z ~ {FA, SFA}, 
.Y[XYk-HZ( L(n))] ~ ~[XYk-HZ(n)] ,  and 
[_J~<~r<oo .-Y[XYr-HZ(L(n))]~[..)I<~<~ ~[XYr-HZ(n)].  
5.9. Remark. It follows from Theorem 4.2 that 
and 
&°[U Yk-HZ( L(n) )] ~ .~[A Yk-HZ( L(n) )] 
U ~UYr -HZ(L (n) ) ]~ ~_J &'~.AYr-HZ(L(n))], 
l~r<OO l~r<oO 
for each function L: N-> R, Y~ {SP, SNSP}, k t> 1, Z e {FA, SFA}. 
Further it follows from the proof of Theorem 5.4 that, for any functions L1 and 
L2 satisfying conditions (i), (ii), (iii) in Theorem 5.4, there exists a set in .~USPk-  
HSFA(L2(n))], k I> 3, but not in U t~r<, -£°[ASNSPr-HSFA(L~(n))] • 
We next consider hierarchies based on constant leaf-sizes and the number of 
counting heads. 
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5.10. Lemma. For each integer >~ 1, let 
A(r)  = {a"O'~ 10"~1 .. .  10~'20"' 10"~1 ...  lO~b ` ]Vi(1 <~ i~ r)[m~ >I 1] & 
(a, b ~ {0, 1, 2}) & (u, t t> 0)}. 
Then, for each k >>- 1 and each integer s >! 1, 
(1) A(ks )e~[USP(k+ I)-HFA(s)], 
(2) A(k(s+ 1))e~ .~?[ASNSP(k+ 1)-HSFA(s)], and 
(3) A(ks )~[ASNSPk-HSFA(s ) ] .  
Proof. (1): The proof of (1) is omitted here, since it is shown by using the same 
techniques as in the proof of [9, Lemma 2.2]. (See [15] for the complete proof.) 
(2), (3): The proofs of (2) and (3) are shown by using the same techniques as in 
the latter half of the proof of Theorem 5.4. (See [15] for the complete proof.) [] 
From Lemma 5.10 we can get the following theorem. 
5.11. Theorem. For each X~{A, U}, Y~{SP, SNSP}, Z~{FA, SFA}, 
integer s >1 1, 
(1) .~P[XYk-HZ(s)] ~ .~[ XYk-HZ(s  + 1)] (k>~2), and 
(2) . ffXYk-HZ(s)]  . IXY(k+ J)-HZ(s)] 1). 
and each 
5.12. Remark. From Lemma 5.10(1), it follows that A(2k) ~ ~[USP(k + 1)-HFA(2)], 
k I> 1. On the other hand, by using the same technique as in the proof of [9, Lemma 
2.2(2)], we can show that A(2k)~.2~[NSNSP(k+ 1)-HSFA] for each k~ > 1. From 
this observation it follows that .Lf[N Yk-HZ] ~ &~A Yk-HZ(2)] and &P[D Yk-HZ] ~ 
.~UYk-HZ(2)] for each Y~{SP, SNSP}, k~>2, and Z~{FA, SFA}. These results 
strengthen parts (1) and (3) of Corollary 4.4. 
5.2. Heads cannot be covered with leaf-sizes 
It is interesting to investigate, for example, the problem of whether or not for 
each k~>2, there exists an integer Sk such that .2?[DSP(k+I)-HFA]= 
.cC[USPk-HFA(Sk)]. This subsection solves this type of problem, and shows that, 
for each k~>2, there exists a set in ~[DSP(k+ 1)-HFA], but not in ~'[USNSPk- 
HSFA]. This implies that for ASPMHFA's which have only universal states, heads 
cannot be covered with leaf-sizes. 
5.13. Theorem. For each k~>2, there exists a set in ~[DSP(k+ 1)-HFA], which set 
is not in .2~[USNSPk-HSFA]. 
Proof. For each r~ > 1, let A(r) be the set described in Lemma 5.10. For each k i> 2, 
we can easily construct a DSP(k+I ) -HFA which accepts the set A---~. 5 (The 
s For any set T, "F denotes the complement of  T. 
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construction is left to the reader as an exercise.) Thus, A(k)~ 3?[DSP(k + 1)-HFA], 
k >I 2. Now, suppose that there is a USNSPk-HSFA M accepting A----~. Then, by 
using counting arguments similar to those in the proofs of our Theorem 4.2 and [9, 
Lemma 2.2(2)], we can find a word x in A(k)  such that there is a sequence of steps 
of M on x in which M never enters an accepting state (thus x is not accepted by M). 
This is a contradiction, and completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
As a corollary to Theorem 5.13, we can get the following. 
5.14. Corollary. For each Y6{SP, SNSP}, k~>2, and each Z~{SFA, FA}, 
L~'[U Yk-HZ] ~ ~?[U Y(k + 1)-HZ]. 
5.3. Semi-one-way and two-way 
It is shown in [11] that, for each X e {D, N} and Y~ {SP, SNSP}, 
&~'[XYk-HSFA]~ ~[XYk-HTWFA] (k/> 2) 
U ~[XYk-HSFA]~ U &°[XYk-HTWFA]. 
I ~k<:oo  I~k<oo 
and 
This subsection shows that a similar esult also holds for leaf-size bounded alternat- 
ing simple multihead finite automata. 
5.15. Theorem. Let L: N ~ R be any function such that lim,_,oo[L(n)log n/n]=O. 
Then there exists a set in *La[DSP2-HTWFA], which set is not in 
U l~k<~ ._9?[ASNSPk-HSFA(L(n))]. 
Proof. Let T~ ---{w2w[w ~ {0, 1}+}. It is easily seen that T, is accepted by a DSP2- 
HTWFA. On the other hand, as stated in Remark 5.8, T1 is not in 
U~k<~o &D[ASNSPk-HSFA(L(n))] for any L(n) such that l im,_~ [L(n) log n/n]= 
0. This completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
5.16. Corollary. For each Y ~ {SP, SNSP}, k ~ 2, and each function L: N ~ R such 
that lim,_,oo [L(n) log n/n] = O, 
(1) ~[AYk-HSFA(L(n))]~ &°[AYk-HTWFA(L(n))], and 
(2) UI~r<~.ff[AYr-HSFA(L(n))]~U1~r<o~..~'[AYr-HTWFA(L(n))] .  
It is unknown whether or not 
5f[A Yk- HFA(L(n))] ~ .Le[A Yk- HSFA(L(n))] ~ .2~[A Yk- HTWFA(L(n))] 
for each Y~ {SP, SNSP}, k~>2, and for any L(n). 
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5.17. Theorem. There exists a set in ~[DSP2-HTWFA], 
l~ k<~ 3~[USNSPk- HSFA]. 
which set is not in 
Proof. Let T2 be the set described in the proof of Theorem 4.2. It is easily seen that 
T2 ~ .T[DSP2-HTWFA]. On the other hand, it is shown in the proof of Theorem 4.2 
that T2 ~ U ~k<~ &a[USNSPk-HSFA] •This completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
5.18. Corollary. For each Y~ {SP, SNSP}, k~ >2, and each function L: N ~ R, 
(1) &'~UYk-HSFA(L(n))]~ L~[UYk-HTWFA(L(n))], and 
(2) U,~.<oo ._~'[U Yr-HSFA( L(n) )] g U,~<o~ -S'~[U Yr-HTWFA( L(n) )]. 
It is unknown whether or not LP[U Yk-HFA(L(n))] ~ Le[U Yk-HSFA(L(n))], for 
each Ys {SP, SNSP}, k~ >2, and each function L: N~ R. 
(It is known [11] that for each X¢{D,N},  and k~>2, &'~[XSPk-HFA]~ 
~[XSPk-HSFA], and &f[DSNSPk-HFA]~ &°[DSNSPk-HSFA].) 
6. Closure properties 
The closure properties (under Boolean operations) of &°[A Yk-HZ], ~[U Yk-HZ], 
L..J~r<oo~[AYr-HZ] and I._J~r<~.S°[UYr-HZ] (Y~{SP, SNSP}, k~>2, and Zs  
{FA, SFA}) are summarized in Table 1. The 'yes (closed) proofs' are all readily 
proved, so we left them to the reader an an easy exercise. On the other hand, we 
could show the 'no (not closed) proofs' by using the following lemmas. 
6.1. Lemma. Let Ti = (w2wl w ~ {0, 1}+}. Then, 
(1) T! ~ &°[USP2-HFA], and 
(2) T, ~ (..J,~ k<~ .~USNSPk-HSFA]. 
Table 1. Closure properties. 
Complementat ion Intersection Union 
~[A  Yk- HZ]  ? a yes b yes 
~[U Yk -HZ]  no yes b no 
U 1~ r<~o .L~A Yr-HZ] ?a yes yes 
Ul~ ~<~o A°[ U Yr-HZ] no yes ? 
For each Y~ {SP, SNSP}, k t> 2, and each Z e {FA, SFA}. 
a For  each function L:N->R such that limn~oo[L(n)logn/n]=O, .g~[AYk- 
HZ(L(n))] and [-Jt~,<~o &°[AYr-HZ(L(n))] are not closed under complementation. 
b For  each integer s ~ 1, A°[AYk-HZ(s) ]  and A°[UYk-HZ(s)]  are not closed under 
intersection. 
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Proof. ( 1): The proof of (1) is given in the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
(2): The proof of (2) is quite similar to that o f "  T2 ~ I,_J ~k<~ .~USNSPk-  HSFA]" 
which is given in the proof of Theorem 4.2. [] 
6.2. Lemma. Let A(r) ,  r>~ 1, be the set described in Lemma 5.10. For each k>~2, 
(1) A(k)  ~.Lf[USPk-HFA(2)] ,  and 
(2) A(k)  e~ =L~'[USNSPk-HSFA]. 
Proof. (1): The proof of (1) is omitted here, since it is similar to the proof of [9, 
Lemma 2.2( 1 )]. 
(2): The proof of (2) is given in the proof of Theorem 5.13. [] 
6.3. Lemma. Let 7"1 = {w2w] w ~ {0, 1}+}. Then 
(1) T~ ~ .L~'[NSP2-HFA], and 
(2) T~ ~_ (.-Jl~k<~ ~[ASNSPk-HSFA(L (n) ) ]  for  each function L: N ~ R such that 
lim,_,o~ [L(n) log n/n]  = O. 
Proof. ( 1 ): The proof of ( 1 ) is quite similar to that of "T2 ~ ~[NSP2-HFA]" in the 
proof of Theorem 4.2. 
(2): The proof of (2) is shown by using the same idea as in the latter half of the 
proof of Theorem 5.4. [] 
6.4. Lemma. For 
A[r, i] = 
Then, 
each r >f 2 and each i (1 <- i <- r), let 
{aU0~'10m21 .. . 10m'20m;10~;1 . . . 10";b' [Vj(1 ~<j<~ r)
[(mj >I 1) & (mj~'>- 1)] & (m, = m[) & (a, b ~ {0, 1, 2}) & (u, t i> 0)}. 
(1) for  each r >I 1 and each i (1 <~ i~ r), A[r, i] ~ ,~9?[DSP2-HFA], and 
(2) for  each k~ 2 and each s I> 1, (-~i~1 A[ks, i] = A(ks)~ ._9?[ASNSPk-HSFA(s)]. 
Proof. (1): The proof of (1) is left to the reader as an easy exercise. 
(2): This result is the same as Lemma 5.10(3). [] 
6.5. Lemma. For each integer r >i 1, and each i (1 <<- i <~ r), let 
Then, 
(1) 
(2) 
B[r, i] = {a"0", 10"21... 10",20";10m~l... 10";b' [Vj(1 <~j<~ r)[mj, m~ >I 1] 
& (m,# rn~) & (a, b~{0, 1,2}) & (u, t~>0)}. 
for  each r>~ 1 and each i (l~<i~<r), Bit,  i]~*~DSP2-HFA], and 
for  each r >i 2, (_J~= ~ B[r, i]~ &'~[USNSPr-HSFA]. 
Proof. (1): The proof of (1) is left to the reader as an easy exercise. 
(2): Let A(r )  be the set described in Lemma 5.10, and C(r )={xe{O,  1, 2, a, 
b}*ix is not of the form a"0",10'~l . . .  10m'20m;10"~l... 10m;b ', where, for each j
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(1 <~j<~ r), mj, ms-" > 1, and u, t~>0}. It is easily seen that C(r) is a regular set, and 
A(r)=U~=~ B[r,i]wC(r). It is shown in the proof of Theorem 5.13 that 
A(r) ~ .~USNSPr-HSFA]. From these facts and the fact that &°[USNSPr-HSFA], 
rt>l, is closed under union with regular sets, it follows that 
L_J~=, B[r, i]~ &°[USNSPr-HSFA]. This completes the proof of the lemma. [] 
7. Conclusions 
Fig. 1 summarizes the relationship between the classes of simple multihead finite 
automata languages. In Fig. 1, for example, the notation "'AY4-HZ(s)" is used to 
denote "'.Le[AY4-HZ(s)]". If two classes are connected by a line, then the lower 
class is properly contained in the upper one; if two classes are connected by a 
dashed line, then they are incomparable (i.e., any containment between them does 
not hold). The other interesting results in this paper are the following: 
(1) for each k~ > 1, ~[ASPk-HTWFA]=&°[Ak-HTWFA] and ~[ASPk-HFA]= 
.~?[Ak-HFA] (Theorem 3.2), 
(2) for each k/> 1, &a[ASPk- HTWFA] ~ &°[ASP(k + 1)- HTWFA] (Corollary 3.3), 
(3) for each k>~2, &°[USPk-HFA]~[Uk-HFA]  and .~[USNSPk-HFA]~ 
~[USNk-HFA] (Corollary 4.5), 
i [ /AY4-HZ(s )~ t i 
] /UY4-HZ(s ) - .~  . . . . . .  ~- . . . . . .  NY4-HZ~ I 
DY4-HZ~ I ~AY3-HZ(s )~ [ ~DY4-HZ 
] /U  Y3-HZ(s)~- . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  ~N Ya-HZ~ [ 
DYa-HZJ  I ~AYE-HZ(s )~ [ ~DYa-HZ 
[ /UY2-HZ(s )  ~- -~ . . . .  -~'- N Y2-HZ~ I 
D Y~-HZ ~ / - -D  Y~-HZ 
DY I -HZ = UY1-HZ(s) = AYI -HZ(s)  = NY I -HZ = DY1-HZ 
Ye {SP, SNSP}, Z ~ {FA, SFA}, s I> 2. 
DYk-HZ ~ DY(k+ 1)-HZ is obtained by using Theorem 5.13. 
U Yk-HZ(s) ~ U Y(k+ 1)-HZ(s) is stated in Theorem 5.11(2). 
AYk-HZ(s) ~ AY(k+ l ) -HZ(s) is stated in Theorem 5.11(2). 
N Yk-HZ ~ N Y(k+ I ) -HZ is the case when s = 1 on the above result. 
DYk-HZ ~ U Yk-HZ(s) is stated in Remark 5.12. 
U Yk-HZ(s)~ A Yk-HZ(s) is obtained by using Theorem 4.2. 
NYk-HZ~ AYk-HZ(s) is stated in Remark 5.12. 
DYk-HZ ~ N Yk-HZ is stated in Corollary 4.4(1). 
U Yk-HZ(s) is incomparable with N Yk-HZ is obtained by using 
Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 5.10. 
DY I -HZ = UY1-HZ(s) = AY1 -HZ(s) = NY1-HZ is clear from the fact that 
D1-HFA = A1-HFA. 
Fig. 1. 
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(4) there is a dense spectrum of complexity classes of alternating simple (sensing 
simple) multihead semi-one-way finite automata, based on the computations with 
non-constant leaf-sizes (which is implicitly stated in Theorem 5.4), 
(5) for each X ~ {A, U}, Y~ {SP, SNSP}, Z ~ {FA, SFA}, and each integer s i> 1, 
.~XYk-HZ(s ) ]  ~ .~'[XYk-HZ(s + 1)] (Theorem 5.11(1)), 
(6) heads cannot be covered with leaf-sizes (which is implicitly stated in Theorem 
5.13), and 
(7) for each Y ~ {SP, SNSP}, k ~> 2, and each Z ~ {FA, SFA}, &P[U Yk-HZ] 
~[U Y(k + 1)-HZ]. 
We conclude this paper by giving several interesting open problems. 
(1) For each k~ > 1 and each Z~{FA,  SFA}, is ~[ASPk-HZ]~ 
.T[ASP(k + I ) -HZ]? 
(2) For each k >/2, is 3?[ASPk-HFA] ~ 3?[ASPk-HSFA] ~ &D[ASPk-HTWFA]? 
(3) For each X ~ {A, U}, Y~ {SP, SNSP}, k/> 2, and each integer s I> 1, is ~°[XYk, 
HTWFA(s)] ~ .S'?[XYk- HTWFA(s + 1)]? 
(4) For each Y~{SP, SNSP}, k~>2, and s~>l, is &°[AYk-HTWFA(s)]~ 
.S°[A Y(k + 1)-HTWFA(s)]? 
(5) Are &°[AYk-HZ] and U,<~r<oo~'[AYr-HZ] closed under complementation 
for each Y~ {SP, SNSP}, k~>2, and Ze  {FA, SFA}? 
(6) Is L_J,~<k<o~A°[UYk-HZ] closed under union for each Y~{SP, SNSP} and 
Z ~ {FA, SFA}? 
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